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Early in the Morning 

 

 When you go to sign on the list early in the morning and 

you know there will be limited opportunity to sit down 

(for example there’s no McDonald’s nearby to sit down), 

bring a small foldable stool with you. It can make long 

waiting hours much comfortable  

 Always carry something to drink with you. You will 

have to wait long hours for the wristbands to be 

handed out 

 

Before the Premiere 

 

 Make sure your phone and portable charger are 

fully charged 

 Check if you have enough free space in your phone. 

You will make hundreds of videos and photos 

 Make sure your number does not vanish from your 

hand. You will need to show your number to the 

security when getting your numbered wristband  

 Always visit the bathroom before going behind the 

barriers. No joke! You will have to wait at least 2 

hours behind the barriers before the show even 

starts and once you’re in, security won’t let you go 

out or you will not be able to come back 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

What to Bring to the Premiere 

 

 Always keep a surviving chocolate bar - or something you like and can eat without 

mess – in your bag. You’ll have to stand hours on one spot. You don’t want your blood 

sugar to go down and feel sick 

 Make sure you have enough water with you, especially in warm or hot weather 

 Put a light pullover or a cardigan into your bag. Movie premieres end around 8-9pm 

and the weather will cool down 

 In sunny weather sunglasses and a light-coloured hat are essential as you never know 

where we will stand. You can avoid discomfort when standing under the Sun for hours 

 In London weather tends to change suddenly and unexpectedly, so keep a small 

foldable umbrella in your 

bag, just in case. TIP: 

raincoat is much more 

useful because it’s 

challenging to hold 

everything in your hands at 

the same time: your phone 

to take pictures, hold your 

photo you want to get 

signed and hold an 

umbrella to protect 

yourself from the rain 

 Bring at least 2 markers. It’s 

very embarrassing when 

you cannot give a marker to 

your idol to sign your picture. If your photo you want to get signed is dark in colour, 

bring light-coloured markers (silver, bronze or gold) that are perfectly visible in dark 

background 



 

 

 Never go to a premiere without a portable phone charger! Your phone will be 

constantly in use for hours. Nothing is more disappointing then missing important 

moments because of low battery 

 Don’t forget to bring photo(s) you want to get signed (I had to turn back from the 

tube station once because I forgot). TIP: put something hard under your photo. 

Photos are printed on soft photo papers and if there is nothing hard under it (a piece 

of cardboard or a plastic folder) it tends to bend. It’s very annoying when your photo 

bends when being signed and all you have is a shaky line on your photo instead of a 

proper signature (it has happened to me) 

 If you’re lucky enough to stand in the fist line, it’s a good idea to bring a strap with you 

so you can hang your bag on the barrier and 

other people (and yourself) won’t kick it and 

step on it by accident  

 Wear comfortable shoes and clothes. A movie 

premiere is a whole-day programme and you’ll 

have to stand on your feet a lot. If the weather 

is wet, make sure your shoes are waterproof. 

You don’t want to stand 6-8 hours in wet 

shoes (it has happened to me in the winter. It 

was horrible). TIP: In wintertime wear heating 

insoles in your shoes.   

 Bring a small bag. And maximum 2. Don’t go to 

a premiere with a huge bag or 3-4 big bags. Security will check your bags and big bags 

can cause delays and you might even miss a good place behind the barriers because 

your bag check takes longer 

 

During the Premiere 

 

 Keep your eyes open as you can easily spot other celebrities or famous people 

(singers, reality show stars, football players, models…) among the guests who just 

came to watch the film (for example Danny DeVito and Prince Harry and Prince 

William appeared on Star Wars – The Last Jedi premiere) 



 

 

 

+1 Tip Once the premiere is over, you can 

bring those big posters from the barriers. 

Just ask the security about it. They will be 

happy to give those posters to you. If you 

want to make sure no one will bring the 

poster you have chosen, write your name 

on it on its back. You can even ask the actors 

and actresses to sign the poster for you  

 

 

 

 

Enjoy the premiere! 
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